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Transport campaigner Nichola Harrison
gives her view . . .

It’s clear to everyone that Greater
Cambridge needs better transport,

but it can’t be at the cost of the local
environment and community life.

We share residents’ frustration that the City Deal is
acting without good evidence. There is currently no
proof that massive highways engineering is needed.

These damaging schemes could be unnecessary if
proper demand management were put in place to
get more cars off the road.

Whatever demand management solution is
finally selected must be:

� EFFECTIVE - is achievable and allows
everyone to move around conveniently and
affordably.

� FAIR - everyone’s needs are treated as
equally important. Our local communities
are interdependent, so fairness is a
mutual interest.

� SUSTAINABLE - compatible with a
strong society, healthy and
beautiful environment and
vibrant economy.

“

”
p Nichola has built a reputation

as a strong and effective
transport campaigner.



Labour gating plans ‘awful’
Local Lib Dems have expressed concern
over Labour’s support for ‘gating’.

Gating would put a quota on vehicles allowed
to enter the city.

Nichola Harrison told us: “We think this idea is
awful. It won’t cut congestion because city
drivers would fill the vacated road space;
constructing lanes for queuing traffic would
damage our environment; it raises no money to
fund better buses; and it’s simply unfair.

“I hope Labour have a serious rethink.”

Gating traffic would be harmful
to the local environment.

cambridgelibdems.org.uk/west-chesterton

3
WAYS THE

LIB DEMS
HAVE ALREADY

HELPED

1
The City Deal Board has
agreed to our proposal for
an Environmental Design

Guide.

This is a firm step towards
guaranteeing that Milton Road
remains a tree-lined, community
friendly street and gets the
improvements it needs.

2
Lib Dems on the City Deal
Assembly initiated the
recent Call for Evidence

on demand management -
effectively forcing the Board to deal
with the congestion problem.

3
Lib Dems arranged for an
expert presentation on
creating green, people-

friendly streets – and we
persuaded the City Deal to show it
at North Area Committee on 4 Feb.
This will ensure everyone gets
access to the creative ideas being
considered.

SHOULD CONGESTION CHARGING

FORM PART OF THE ANSWER?

Transport campaigner Nichola has long been a supporter
of congestion charging, but insists it must gain the
support of the local community first.

She’s spent the winter speaking with West Chesterton residents about
ways to reduce congestion across Cambridge, and has found many
people interested in the idea.

Nichola said: “Providing good alternatives to cars is vital for fairness and
affordability. Congestion charging would raise funds to subsidise bus
services. I’d be keen to hear from you whether you support the idea.”

nharrison@freenetname.co.uk 07788 701 901

Nichola is listening to the views
of West Chesterton residents.


